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Shadow place: reimagining connections in an era of climate change

Figure 1. Finding home, Gabura, Bangladesh (2015) © Ashraful Alam

This photograph (fig. 1) was taken in January 2015, six years after Cyclone Aila devastated
the island settlement of Gabura in coastal Bangladesh. In the photo, Jomila1 was out for a
walk on that day to look over her family’s land, which remained inundated with seawater for
months in the aftermath of Aila. The family’s only arable piece of land lost its productivity
due to increased soil salinity, forcing them to leave their village. I first met Jomila in Khulna,
where I was exploring the ways climate displaced coastal villagers2 negotiate home after

Name anonymized.
Moving to cities has been a common coping strategy for displaced coastal communities. Every day,
4000 Bangladeshis are moving to cities in search of a safer life away from the challenges of
increasingly extreme weather. See Roy, Hulme and Hanlon, “It’s too early.”
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arrival to a nearby regional urban centre3. Jomila recounted:
“We left the village about four months after Aila as there was not much left to
survive. Five years passed, I still feel that I am tied to here; whenever I can
afford, I come back for a day or two, I sit on the edge (of the land), try to
convince myself - I might able to start here again. Khulna city helps me
survive, but there are times, I feel denied, if not, sometimes I can feel that I am
unwanted there, it suffocates, I then rush back here, to home…”
The distress, uncertainty, refusal and longing in Jomila’s words were all too familiar,
resonating well with many island communities in the pacific, who are on the brink of
displacement at a much larger scale due to sea level rise.4 The gravity of the crisis is felt even
in well-established urban centres, such as Jakarta in Indonesia, where a plan is under way
for moving the country’s capital city to a newly developed urban settlement because the
existing capital city is sinking.5
Be it voluntary relocation by the individual or a planned resettlement initiative en masse, it
does not necessarily guarantee a successful ‘home’ for those displaced.6 Home is both a
spatial and temporal sense of belonging that provides familiarity, security, comfort, order,
and permanence for the homemaker.7 However, we need to rethink what the meaning of
home should entail in an increasingly mobile world triggered by sea level rise and climate
change induced displacement.
It is timely to emphasise that home is essentially multi-scalar beyond the normative,
sedentary and place-specific qualities that construct the popular imagination of home –
‘home’ can be felt in multiple places. Home, being “shaped by everyday practices, lived
experiences, social relations, memories and emotions,” is not necessarily always bounded
within a material shelter or a place.8 Feelings of home can be very intimate, at the scale of the
individual’s body and can extend across the household, neighbourhood, city, state and
beyond.9
The ways Jomila and many displaced communities struggle to make sense of home over time
and across the origin and new destinations, imagining home beyond its place-specificity has
much to offer in rethinking spatial and environmental justice. Because, those who are most
affected by sea-level rise and lose home are neither solely capable of bettering their situation
nor are any of their actions deemed responsible for the climate-change crisis in the first
place.10
Val Plumwood’s “shadow place” concept is helpful to reveal the nature of these climate
change “double inequalities.”11 The concept challenges the “false consciousness” of a
“singular home place” that leads us to see salvation in “attachment” to place, and enjoins us
to selfishly care for and belong to “our place” by dissociating and dematerialising all those

Alam, McGregor and Houston, “Women’s mobility.”
Matthews, “Climigration.”
5 Lyons, “Indonesia moving its capital.”
6 Price, “Looking back.”
7 Blunt and Dowling, Home.
8 Blunt, “Cultural Geography,” 506, 510.
9 Blunt and Dowling, Home.
10 As we know, those most affected by climate change are neither responsible nor capable whereas
those who have capacity are not showing the responsibility to those vulnerable. See Füssel, “How
inequitable,” for example.
11 Füssel, “How inequitable,” 597.
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extended networks, communities and places that we might need to exploit.12 The ‘split’
between our place and those shadow places paves the way for denial of any responsibility to
those affected.
For example, the city of Melbourne is a quintessential place for many to call ‘successful’
home, ranked within the top five most liveable cities in the world.13 However, one “nice
‘north’ place”14 like Melbourne, shockingly, comes at the expense of an ecological footprint
“twenty-eight times” its direct physical footprint,15 causing environmental harms to those
“not so nice” shadow places. Yet, should the communities from those distressed places seek
refuge in Melbourne, those responsibilities are denied.16 If allowed, those shadow
communities are reduced to convenient stereotypes such as the cheap workforce in the city’s
informal sector.17
Recognition of shadow places triggers a new moral positioning of how the marginalised
(shadow) communities can be given the right and opportunity to negotiate home in the
places where they move. Because of their presence, the receiving communities suffer
xenophobia and fear that their place might be lost, its identity altered. Shadow place helps
disentangle the mindset of the elevated ‘our place’ or ‘home’ to accommodate others. This
would help to alter attitudes that disenfranchise vulnerable communities from their rights
and privileges in places of resettlement, enabling opportunities for flourishing and comfort.
Shadow place as a concept provides a relational reading of multiple places to help rethink the
ways home can be disengaged from a ‘singular’ place discourse – home can be dwelt in and
practised over time across multiple places. This has significant practical implications for
migrant resettlements. By disintegrating the notion of home (and wellbeing) from the fixity
of a specific shelter it would help displaced communities develop a sense of belonging to a
range of places that satisfy their spatial and temporal needs, not by trying to achieve the selfsufficiency of a singular ‘present’ place but making oneself ‘at home’ in more-than-one
places, as required.18
Overall, the concept of shadow place opens up opportunities to rethink home (and
homemaking) as a greater ecological awareness and environmental justice project that
challenges the notion of a closed-off and “self-sufficient place.”19 Recognising multi-scalar or
multi-sited home ‘places’ means recognising and connecting multiple places of affiliations,
linkages and flows that displaced communities require to initiate the aesthetic, cultural and
economic practices to negotiate and make sense of home in a transitory world.20 Often these
are “slow, small and shared” processes of finding home in which migrants’ past lives shapes
the meaning and the demands of the present.21
As a point of departure, I suggest that in rethinking home for climate displaced communities,
we must unsettle the loose discourse about the ‘home’, including the dominant “politics of

Plumwood, “Shadow Places,” 139.
Henriques-Gomes, “World's most liveable cities.”
14 Plumwood, “Shadow Places,” 140.
15 James, Urban sustainability, 5.
16 Sparrow, “Australia's Orwellian anti-refugee system.”
17 Alam and Miller, “Slow, small and shared.”
18 See Alam and Miller, “Slow, small and shared” for examples.
19 Lloyd and Vaasta, Reimagining home, 1.
20 See Alam, McGregor and Houston, “Neither sensibly homed nor homeless” for details on aesthetic,
spiritual and economic imaginaries that inform climate migrants’ homemaking practices in cities.
21 Alam and Miller, “Slow, small and shared.”
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propinquity” that tend to “rule in everything that vies for attention in a given location.”22 The
concept of shadow place calls for a renewed consciousness and conscience of living in the
world as a shared place. This is a call for a new politics of connectivity, freed from the
baggage of place-based chauvinism and nostalgia for both “us” (the privileged ones) and
“them” (such as Jomila), that can be privileged over a “xenophobic and selfish” notion of our
place or home.23
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